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lexis Smith loves
stories. She loves
to share. She
loves to write. She
loves to blog.
One of the latest stories she
has shared is about what happened to her a little more than
a year ago.
“Tomorrow makes one year
since I was sexually assaulted,” her Facebook post begins.
“I share this because I want
to do my part to help end the
stigma that surrounds talking
about sexual assault and
rape.”
The post has more than

300 likes and almost
30 shares. All of the
comments are supportive, praising Smith for
sharing her story.
Smith, a junior
international studies
major, was sexually
assaulted in Oxford last
Halloween. She said it
took her about a month
before she really began
PHOTOS BY: CAMERON BROOKS
publicly talking about
Alexis
Smith.
what happened.
I realize this has happened to
She said writing and sharing
a lot of people,” Smith said.
her story has helped her to
“I share because it connects
heal, and she has had other
me with other people, mainly
survivors of sexual assault
women, that have survived
reach out to her to share their
sexual assault.”
stories.
“The more I share, the more

SEE OVERCOMING PAGE 9

University of Mississippi professors are teaming up with students and county oﬃcials to help
solve low-income housing issues
in Oxford.
Sociology professor John
Thomas will teach “Affordable
Housing in Oxford, MS” as a
spring honors course. The class
will study housing issues, poverty and compile in-depth statistics on Lafayette County.
Thomas said the students will
work with local oﬃcials and the
Center for Population Studies to
design a survey and collect information.
“Most of the data the county
has to work with is secondary
census data, which is accurate,
but the census data cannot provide some of the smaller details,”
Thomas said.
Thomas said more in-depth
household surveys will illustrate
the shades of poverty within incomes and socioeconomic statuses.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, nearly 26 percent of the
population is living in poverty.
From 2010 to 2015, the population has increased more than
12 percent, but the thousands of
housing units being built are not
meant for low-income families.

SEE HOUSING PAGE 4

The symbols’ keeper: Ole Miss’ identity struggle
The Daily Mississippian submitted a Freedom of Information Act request for the emails submitted to the Chancellor’s
Committee for History and Context regarding the contextual plaque placed on the Confederate Memorial statue.

CLARA TURNAGE

dmeditor@gmail.com

On any tour day in Oxford,
prospective students are herded
from landmark to landmark on
campus as a guide tells them the
history of Ole Miss.
They walk through the Circle,
past the Confederate Memorial
with its newly erected contextual
plaque. They pass the James Meredith statue in front of the library
and go across campus to other
historic buildings, like Vardaman
Hall, which was built more than
80 years ago.
They see the columns of the Lyceum, where a guide might point
to the bullet marks that mar the
university’s most recognizable

facade.
They move on to the American ﬂag in the Circle, which once
hung just above the state ﬂag but
now ﬂies alone.
These names, sites and symbols
may seem benign, but they are at
the heart of some of the university’s deepest divisions.
In this place, vestiges of the
university’s mottled past bleed
into everyday life, reopening old
wounds and growing divisions as
new movements tear away from
tradition.

GUARDIAN OF THE SOUTH
“This university has been the
keeper of Southern symbols, the
keeper for all of the South,” said
Donald Cole, who is assistant pro-

vost and assistant to the chancellor concerning minority affairs.
“As other Southern universities
have abandoned some of these
symbols, it looks as if many people
of the South have rallied around
us as the keeper of those symbols– even when their states have
refused to keep them themselves.
That has haunted us quite a bit.”
Before Chancellor Jeffrey Vitter
came to campus in January 2016,
a committee had been created to
address some of the more controversial symbols and names on
campus.
Foremost on the list was the
Confederate Statue. The committee decided on language for the
contextualization in fall 2015 and
ordered the plaque, which would

not be placed until March 17.
It was met with backlash.
In the days after the placement
of the new plaque, several groups
released statements arguing
against the text. Some, like the
campus NAACP and the UM History Department, said the plaque
did not recognize the complex
history of the monument. Many
others, however, were more upset that there was no community
input or awareness of the process.
The original plaque text said,
“As Confederate veterans were
passing from the scene in increasing numbers, memorial associations built monuments in their
memory all across the South. This

SEE SYMBOLS PAGE 6
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College is the time to dare greatly without fear of failure

DANIEL PAYNE

thedmopinion@gmail.com

The words of Theodore
Roosevelt inspired the critically acclaimed book by Brené
Brown, “Daring Greatly.”
After several friends suggested it to me, I finally read
it and quickly realized the

concepts laid out are perfectly applicable for college students.
She starts her book with the
words of Roosevelt, “It is not
the critic that counts, not the
man who points out how the
strong man struggles who deserves credit in this world, but
those who dare greatly.”
Those words could not be
more relevant for the average
student at a university, especially those stricken with the
fear of failure.
This year was my first living
on my own, and I realized that
I have more independence
and responsibility than ever
before. Before I left, almost
everyone I knew told me of
how I needed to be cautious
about the ways I spent my
time and the relationships I
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chose to strongly develop.
That is the problem I think
many of us are facing in college: being too cautious. We
work hard to plan classes
months (and even years) in
advance, try to foresee career opportunities and often
see our years as primarily a
means of getting a degree.
I am not advocating for
students to not be concerned
with graduating, but college
and life are about more than
cautiously planning to achieve
one goal or another.
Life should be about having
moving experiences, connecting with wonderful people
and doing what fulfills us as
individuals. The things we
achieve, such as our diplomas, are the means, not the
end, to this goal.
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In college, we often get
these two things confused. We
are worried about social failure, so we stick to small talk
for months before opening up
to anyone at all.
We believe we will not have
enough time for schoolwork,
so we let the things that fulfill
us drift away. We are afraid to
do anything too risky because
we could fail.
As a person who has done
each of those things, let me
tell you that life should not be
lived like that. Every time I go
on a trip, even though I do not
know if it will give me enough
time when I get back to do my
work, every time I put myself
on the line socially by being
vulnerable with my thoughts
and feelings and every time I
throw myself into something

PATRICIA THOMPSON

Assistant Dean, Student
Media and Daily Mississippian
Faculty Adviser
S. Gale Denley Student Media Center
201 Bishop Hall,
P.O. Box 1848
University, MS
38677-1848
Main Number: 662.915.5503
Business Hours: M
 onday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

I am passionate about, I learn
that the yield is much greater
than the risk.
That does not mean I never
regret a decision to put myself out there; it has shown
me, though, that we ought to
take risks in order to grow as
people and to achieve great
things in our lives.
My grandfather once told
me that life is a journey, not
a destination, and that we
ought to stop and see what
it has to offer. That remains
true, even though many of
those offerings require us to
dare greatly.
Daniel Payne is a freshman
integrated marketing
communications major from
Collierville, Tennessee.

The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday during the academic year, on
days when classes are scheduled.
Contents do not represent the official opinions
of The University of Mississippi or The Daily
Mississippian unless specifically indicated.
The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters
to the editor. Letters should be e-mailed to
dmletters@olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced
and no longer than 300 words. Letters may be
edited for clarity, space or libel. Third-party
letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen
names or “name withheld” will not be published.
Publication is limited to one letter per individual
per calendar month.
Letters should include phone and email
contact information so that editors can verify
authenticity. Letters from students should
include grade classification and major; letters
from faculty and staff should include title and the
college, school or department where the person
is employed.
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The real winner of the election? LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The United States Constitution

FRASER WRIGHT

thedmopinion@gmail.com

The American Constitution
soundly won the 2016 election,
though not through the electoral results.
The American Left, rather,
has overwhelmingly vindicated
the ideals of the Founding Fathers in its response to President-elect Donald J. Trump’s
victory.
Flag burnings, street blockings and calls for revolution do
not reﬂect any form of modern
progressivism. These actions
instead hearken back to the
ideals of the Founding Fathers,
championed by the American
Right and enshrined in the
United States Constitution.
In the many gun control debates over the past decade, conservative commentators held
firm that guns are necessary to
defend ourselves against a tyrannical government. Liberals
would sit in dignified shock at
the concept that the American
government had the capacity
for tyranny.
America perpetually strives
to be a “more perfect union,”
and the Left placed its faith in
this aspiration.
The result of this election was
fundamentally unthinkable to
most on the Left, and remained
so quite literally until the moment Mr. Trump broke 270
electoral votes.
In the days following, many
on the Left have taken to the
streets in the thousands, calling for revolution, for the mutual defense of its members, for

the government to stay away
from their rights as citizens.
These actions are all classically
conservative.
Jefferson himself said the
tree of liberty should be refreshed with revolutionary
blood. The right to bear arms
exists for the express purpose
of mutual defense, and the 10th
Amendment exists to preserve
the rights of the people against
the federal government.
Our Constitution is not outdated. It never has been.
The Black Panthers used it to
aggressively push a message of
social justice. The Suffragettes
had to break social norms, not
Constitutional ones, to win
their right to vote.
The Constitution currently
provides tools for the American people to defend against a
government that has, at many
points in time, systematically
denied groups of citizens their
rights.
If you feel the system inherently devalues your life, threaten it through your Constitutional rights.
Vote for laws you believe in.
Participate actively in state politics.
Act to limit federal power,

not enhance it, if you fear that it
threatens you. The federal government is not a friend; at best,
it is an ally of convenience.
Defenders of the Constitution, specifically the Right, have
preached this for centuries.
The right wing should embrace this moment. It should
not fear the Left establishing
its rights or pushing its agenda.
That is a sign of small government, one that allows both
sides to exercise their rights
without the meddling of a government that only respects
rights when they are politically
palatable.
The Republican government
described in the Constitution
is not an idle one. It demands
of its people, lest it be corrupted, and whether Trump is that
corruption or not is beside the
point. The point is that no government should cause its people to tremble, for the people
are the final safeguards of liberty.
Fraser Wright is a
sophomore history major
from Tiburon, California.

After a historic election season, President-elect Donald
Trump has some serious work
to do and serious tasks to overcome, including appointing his
new cabinet.
This past week, Trump chose
Steve Bannon to become the
new chief White House strategist and senior counselor, and I
must say that this choice is a disaster for the presidency.
Steve Bannon is currently the
executive chairman of the Breitbart News Network, but honestly, I would be doing this “news
network” a huge favor by calling
it one.
Steve Bannon has also given
praise to Breitbart, saying that it
is “the platform for the alt-right,”
a group of conservatives who
reject multiculturalism and political correctness. Some of the
headlines on this highly opinionated website are highly offensive to many Americans, such as
“Hoist It High and Proud: The
Confederate Flag Proclaims a
Glorious Heritage.”
If that is not offensive enough
for you, try the article headlined
“Birth Control Makes Women
Unattractive and Crazy.”

Under Steve Bannon’s leadership, Breitbart has continually spewed anti-LGBT and
anti-Muslim rhetoric, and if
Bannon’s mindset does not
change immediately, Trump’s
presidency and cabinet will go
down as one of the worst in recent history.
Bannon has support from
people with extreme views.
For example, the infamous
David Duke, former leader of
the Ku Klux Klan, has praised
Trump’s decision on Bannon,
telling CNN that “It’s good to see
that he’s sticking to the issues
and the ideas that he proposed
as a candidate.”
What issues are those?
The highly unconstitutional
temporary Muslim ban?
Or maybe the punishment
for women who have had abortions?
President-elect Trump, I am
rooting for your success, but
your choice with Bannon is making it diﬃcult for me and a lot of
Americans to be optimistic.
Cole Holland is a sophomore
public policy leadership major
from Fulton.
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Oxford police combat alcohol abuse and underage drinking
LASHERICA THORNTON
thedmnews@gmail.com

So far this semester, there
have been 18 cases of fake IDs
and 33 counts of minors in possession of alcohol reported from
the University Police Department and Oxford Police Department.
OPD Maj. Jeff McCutchen
said college freshmen tend to
be the most frequent violators
of underage drinking in the Oxford-University area.
“I feel like it’s a college epidemic,”
McCutchen
said.
“There are many lives that get
hurt throughout a semester,
throughout a whole school year,
and a lot of it comes back to the
alcohol issue.”
In 2014, 87.6 percent of 18
year olds and older said they
drank alcohol. Seventy-one
percent said they drank in the
past year, and nearly 57 percent reported they drank in the
past month, according to the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism.
McCutchen has worked in
law enforcement for 14 years,
as a patrol oﬃcer and as a detective. This is his second year
as a major of operations, where
he supervises patrol oﬃcers and
detectives for the department.
McCutchen said underage
drinkers in Oxford typically get
access to alcohol by using fake
IDs or through personal connection with bartenders.
“We do get a lot of fake IDs,
so that’s probably their easiest
avenue of getting alcohol,” McCutchen said.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, underage drinking plays a
role in an average of 4,358 annual deaths. The most prevalent

HOUSING

continued from page 1
The class data will go deeper
than identifying how many economically insecure families and
students are in the area by also
identifying the factors of each
family, Thomas said.
The class will also research
poverty and housing issues that
impact Ole Miss students in
particular.
According to the Hechinger
Report, the percentage of students qualifying for Federal
Pell Grants, reserved for families with incomes of $40,000
or less, is up by almost a third
since 2008, to 49 percent of
undergraduates.
The idea for the class topic arose from a conversation
with County Supervisor Kevin Frye.
“An in-depth analysis of our
housing issues is the logical
next step before we begin to discuss and propose policies that
can help members of our community,” Frye said.
Frye said the county is trying
to understand what the data can
tell about housing insecurity for
the residents of our community.
“Before we can adopt policies
to address housing insecurity,
we must first have a clear understanding of the factors that

cause of death involving alcohol
is motor vehicle accidents with
more than 1,500 deaths.
McCutchen said Thursday
nights and ball game weekends

are when underage drinking incidents most often occur, and
the Square is a known hotspot
for underage drinking.
McCutchen attributes the
amount of underage drinking to
Ole Miss’ reputation as a party
school. The university is ranked
the No. 7 party school in the nation, according to the Princeton
Review.

“(Ole Miss is) a party school,
and it’s very diﬃcult for someone to be here three or four
years who is underage and
not partake,” Mc-

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY: MARISA MORRISSETTE

2010 - 2015:
Oxford population
has increased
more than

18%

Nearly

39% of Oxford’s population lives in poverty

contribute to the problem,” Frye
said. “If you understand the underlying data, you can target
policy proposals specifically to
those factors and ultimately be
more successful in solving the
problem.”
Frye said the county has a
large percentage of people who
come to work every day do not

live in Lafayette County.
“We are fortunate to have a
low unemployment rate in our
community, but we do know
that if we were able to reduce
the distance necessary for people to travel to work, we would
improve productivity for employers,” Frye said.
Frye said it could be that

GRAPHIC BY: HAYDEN BENGE

housing prices are driving out
the working class.
John Green, director of the
Center for Population Studies
at Ole Miss, said the challenges
of finding low-income housing
vary depending on the region
and community on which the
focus lies.
The Center for Population

Cutchen said. “We understand
that they’re going to party.
On the ﬂip side, we see a lot
of what’s going on with that,
whether it’s arrests, fights or
sexual assaults.”
McCutchen said students who
get carried away when drinking
tend to see it as just having a
drink, but there is more danger
than they realize.
“People get upset, saying ‘You
wrote me a MIP ticket’ or ‘You
took my fake ID,’ but they don’t
see it from our standpoint of a
bad wreck or a girl whose parents we have to call,” McCutchen said.
In the state of Mississippi,
those under the age of 21 only
has to blow a .02 on a breathalyzer to be considered intoxicated, whereas an adult would
have to blow .08.
Additionally, many people fall
victim to crimes while under the
inﬂuence.
“If you get to a state of
over-intoxication, a state where
you’re not thinking clearly,
there are so many things that
could happen–a wreck, a DUI,
you lose your wallet and you
become victim of identity theft
or credit card fraud, sexual assault– It opens Pandora’s box
when you’re out of your normal
functioning or thinking,” McCutchen said.
In order to prevent underage
drinking, OPD evaluates trends.
McCutchen said the trend typically stays the same, especially
from a numbers standpoint.
“When your numbers are
staying the same, for us, we feel
like we may be doing a better
job since student population
is going up and the number is
staying the same,” McCutchen
said. “Maybe we’re curving it a
little bit.”

Studies engages in outreach,
education and research to help
people use demographic, social
and economic data to inform
decision making.
“In some places, it is a matter of too few options for rental
housing, while in others it could
be that the price of housing for
purchase is too high relative
to incomes in the area,” Green
said. “This kind of variation is
part of the reason why it is so
important to do studies in specific communities and develop
plans accordingly.”
Green said in terms of population and development, the
City of Oxford is growing substantially, and there are the additional demands for housing
given the university.
Green said this includes housing for students, faculty and
staff, as well as people who work
at the wide range of businesses
providing goods and services.
He said that a lot of the available housing for home buyers
and renters is not affordable for
lower-income individuals and
families.
The class will begin in January and will have a complete
body of research by May 2017.
Frye said he is anticipating
the research being complete
so elected oﬃcials can begin
making policy changes that will
improve the quality of life for
low-income families.

NEWS
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Oxford Galleria II offers 2,500 jobs to Oxford
SLADE RAND

thedmnews@gmail.com

Workers from Linkous
Construction
Company
Inc. started tearing up land
on the north side of Jackson Avenue two years ago.
Since then, a handful of retailers have set up shop in
Oxford Galleria II. The new
shopping center is already
packed, with all 25 storefronts expecting to open
their doors by fall 2017.
John Trezevant and his realty company are responsible for the massive construction effort between Goose
Creek and Jackson Avenue.
Trezevant Realty manages
the leasing, project and construction aspects of Oxford
Galleria II.
Trezevant said the project
brought 500 construction
jobs to town before a single
store opened. He expects the
shopping center to create between 2,000 and 2,500 jobs
by the time all the stores are
open. Galleria II’s Dick’s
Sporting Goods employs almost 300 people, and other
stores like Ulta Beauty hire
around 100 employees, according to Trezevant.
Dick’s opened up on Sept.
12 as the first tenant of Oxford Galleria II, bringing
jobs to students and outdoor gear to Rebel fans that
Monday before the Alabama
game.
Sophomore business major Jonah Ivey began his job
at Dick’s during this fall semester.
“It’s an awesome addition
to a growing area,” Ivey said.
“We’ve been busy, which is
great for the customers and
us.”
Trezevant said the student
presence was a big draw for
many national businesses
looking to open a branch in
Galleria II.
“They realize the job market is open and viable,” he
said. “I guess it was Ulta that
told me they had four times
the applicants for positions.”
Before Trezevant Realty
could begin construction on
Galleria II, they had to clear
some state and national en-

vironmental
regulations.
The land, which was used
to house a trailer park, had
1,200 feet of stream running through it. To remove
the stream, Trezevant said
he had to purchase “stream
credit.”
“That money was taken to
another part of the country
to restore a stream that was
in distress,” he said. “In order for us to take 1,200 feet
out, we had to put 1,200 feet
in or something equivalent.”
Trezevant said the area
was designated as floodprone, but the recent construction work has lowered
the flood elevation. Galleria
II’s parking lot uses a new
drainage technology that
collects and filters rainwater from the concrete before
releasing it back into surrounding streams.
“All the water that hits the
asphalt, it basically cleans
itself before it gets into the
stream,” Trezevant said.
Trezevant said the company also had to move 50 trailers off the site at the start of
the project. Trezevant Realty
gave the tenants a notice that
they had a certain amount of
time to move out, but he said
many of the families needed
financial help in relocating.
“Our partnership paid an
allowance for everyone in
here to move out,” he said.
“We were not required to do
that.”
When they took on the
trailer
park
property,
Trezevant said six stores
PHOTOS BY: MARLEE CRAWFORD
had already pre-leased with
Oxford
Galleria
II,
the
new
shopping
center
on
the
north
side
of
Jackson
Avenue,
is
expecting
to
open
25 stores by fall 2017.
Trezevant Realty. Smaller
shops followed these national anchors, which Trezevant flood plane issues especially his company focused on less Ross was here and Marsaid was the emphasis need- delayed the Dick’s Sporting bringing in national mer- shalls was here,” Trezevant
chants with a strong state said.
“The
restaurants
ed to start the Galleria II Goods construction.
Dick’s
is
one
of
the
many
presence,
Trezevant
said.
He
weren’t
coming
unless
Dick’s
project. He said the mix of
tenants gives the shopping national retailers taking said these department stores and Marshalls were here.”
center traction and chemis- up residence in Galleria II. feed off of each other.
With this second Galleria,
“Dick’s wasn’t coming untry.
“We’re getting the entire
Senior
Senior
family here. The kids, the
wife, the mom, the boyHonorS THeSiS
HonorS THeSiS
friend, the girlfriend and
PreSenTaTion
PreSenTaTion
all the students,” Trezevant
Alexis Meyers
said.
The shopping center has
been a long time coming.
B.a. in Biology
B.S.e.e. in elecTricial
Kendall Davis, a partner of
engineering
the shopping center, said the
“The Effects of Sceletium
“Ultrasonic
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SYMBOLS

continued from page 1
statue was dedicated by citizens of
Oxford and Lafayette County in
1906. On the evening of September 30, 1962, the statue was a rallying point where a rebellious mob
gathered to prevent the admission
of the University’s first African
American student. It was also at
this statue that a local minister
implored the mob to disperse and
allow James Meredith to exercise
his rights as an American citizen.
On the morning after that long
night, Meredith was admitted to
the University and graduated in
August 1963.”
On March 29, Vitter opened an
online submission form to allow
community input into the language of the plaque. Over the next
two weeks, until it closed on April
8, students, faculty, Ole Miss fans
and alumni sent in more than 250
recommendations and letters to
the administration.
The Daily Mississippian submitted a Freedom of Information
Act request for the comments and
emails about the statue and the
plaque.
Of the emails, 144 said they were
happy with the plaque as it stood,
nearly 100 suggested changes to
the current plaque and around
85 said the monument needed no
contextualizing.
For privacy reasons, the university redacted names and contact
information from the submissions.
“I believe this statue was given
in love and so should be remembered that way, as a memorial
from those who loved the ones
who fought and died,” a submission from April 4 read. “We do
not have to just remember the
ugliness, we can choose to see the
humans, all of them…. not marginalize them by simply dividing

“

NAACP says,” said a letter from
April 8. “You’ve obviously turned
your back on your own heritage.”
“Frankly, we think the fix is in,
and the administration will fold
like a cheap suit and give those
blacks exactly what they want,” a
letter from April 7 said. “I would
suggest that if we have people
on campus who are not aware of
these issues, they are too dumb to
be on campus in the first place. …
This is just another case of those
blacks whining, looking for attention, when they really have no
legitimate grievance. Please don’t
cave in to the race baiters.”
One professor described how a
class full of students pointed out
that out-of-state students have
committed many actions to which
the university has been infamously linked.
“While there is a semblance of
truth to these claims, a leader of
the election night protest was from
South Carolina and the noose perpetrators were apparently from
Georgia, my question is why do
these ‘outside agitators’ with these
views keep coming to our campus?” the submission from April
7 read. “We are sending the message that they are welcome here (a
statue memorializing confederate
veterans at the center of campus
obviously plays a roll). This plaque
language and the national attention we get from the new language
will tell these unreconstructed
potential students that they are
not welcome here, we are not a
playground of the old south, but a
research university in the highest
Carnegie category”
The history department faculty,
who also wrote and submitted a
22-page work detailing the long
history of the Confederate Monument, received 17 emails in support of its proposed language as
well as a petition that had more
than 500 signatures supporting
the new text.

ORIGINAL PLAQUE LANGUAGE

As Confederate veterans were passing from the scene
in increasing numbers, memorial associations built
monuments in their memory all across the South.
This statue was dedicated by citizens of Oxford and
Lafayette County in 1906. On the evening of September 30, 1962, the statue was a rallying point where a
rebellious mob gathered to prevent the admission of
the University’s first African American student. It was
also at this statue that a local minister implored the
mob to disperse and allow James Meredith to exercise
his rights as an American citizen. On the morning after
that long night, Meredith was admitted to the University and graduated in August 1963.

NEW PLAQUE LANGUAGE

As Confederate veterans were dying in increasing numbers, memorial associations across the South built monuments in their memory. These monuments were often
used to promote an ideology known as the ‘Lost Cause,’
which claimed that the Confederacy had been established to defend states’ rights and that slavery was not
the principal cause of the Civil WAr. Residents of Oxford
and Lafayette County dedicated this statue, approved by
the university, in 1906. Although the monument was created to honor the sacrifice of local Confederate soldiers, it
must also remind us that the defeat of the Confederacy
actually meant freedom for millions of people. On the
evening of September 30, 1962, this statue was rallying
point for opponents of integrations.
they fought for; if your mandate is to bring more ‘context’
to campus monuments which
reﬂect the university’s long and
ugly racial past, then creating a
plaque that does nothing to adPHOTO BY: SHELICE BENSON
dress that past is certainly the
wrong way to do it,” an April 7 Confederate statue sits in the entrance to the Circle directly across from the Lyceum.
letter said. “Put another way, Symbols like this one stir up constant conversation across campus.
creating a plaque that is grossly
at odds with historical reality is but continues to say that many slow.
“It’s important to recognize
not a good way to move the Uni- others view this monument as
an expression of support for the that we’ve got to be removed from
versity forward.”
And a few were looking for com- odious institution of slavery; that those things,” said Tysianna Maour beloved University is a place rino, president of the university’s
promise.
“I am the president of the 11th where differing views and opin- branch of the NAACP. “As long as
Miss. Infantry Memorial Associa- ions can and should be debated we’re associated with that, that’s
who we are. We are those racist
tion,” an April 4 submission said. and discussed.”
The responses are a snapshot people who sing those racist songs
“We appreciate your diﬃcult position in trying to write something of how Ole Miss’ supporters feel and idealize those racist symbols.
about these contentious issues: Instead of those people who apdivided.
preciate and try to move forward
Vitter expanded the history and and away from that history.”
context committee and, after reMarino said she doesn’t believe
ceiving and vetting more than 100 that anyone who works in the Lynominations to the committee, ceum feels personally attached to
appointed 14 representatives of things like the Confederate ﬂag or
the campus– including historians, the Confederate Memorial Statue.
sociologists, students and alum“The thing that will hold us back
ni– to work on future contextual- as the Ole Miss community is that
ization projects.
no one is going to say anything,”
“It’s not organized political- Marino said. “They’re going to
which reﬂects the differing views
of the causes of the Civil War; we ly around constituency groups. continue to pretend (the symbols)
appreciate that you are trying to It’s organized around expertise,” are not there, pretend they’re not
be inclusive, trying to move past Vitter said. “This is not a political racist, pretend they don’t have
controversy, and we support your process. It’s one based on facts racial connotations and pretend
and scholarship.”
those racial connotations are not
efforts here.
For some students, however, damaging to people of color. It’s
“What about a plaque that tells
brieﬂy the story of the Greys, and who are typically on campus just not that people glorify them anyrelates that many Mississippians four years, the crawl away from more, it’s that they want to keep
today still honor their memory, neo-Confederate symbols is too the peace. They’re so reliant on

Years ago, we institutionally dug ourselves into
a hole that it’s going to be hard to climb out of.
We’re not going to stay in that hole; we are going
to do our climbing out of it.”

them into white southerners versus slaves or good versus evil.”
Some emails were heated and
said they believed the university
had failed its constituents.
“Forgive me for sounding a little
irate, but the babies at Ole Miss
need to put on their big boy pants
and go to school. Leave grown-up
matters to grown-up,” said a letter
submitted on April 1. “That monument and the ﬂag were not put
there for the ridicule of self-loving
pansies. … One day, when they are
being sacrificed by the very group
they are standing up for now,
maybe they would appreciate the
sight of that ﬂag coming over the
hill.”
Several submitters requested
the NAACP be denied access to
the conversation surrounding the
plaque.
“So sad and disturbing to read
your comments regarding this
plaque I can’t believe you are so
concerned with what the racist

– Donald Cole

“I, along with many of my colleagues and neighbors in the
community, was disappointed in
the language developed for the
plaque,” a submission from April
4 read. “Overall, it seems to miss
much of the historical context
that was occurring during the
period and the long legacy of terrorism and institutionalized hatred against African-Americans
by the organizations and actors
who originally placed the statue
on campus. Furthermore, the language ignores the racial legacy of
the campus that goes well beyond
James Meredith and integration,
including the use of slave labor to
construct the centerpiece of campus.”
Many of those who supported the history department spoke
against the text first placed by the
committee.
“It is wrong to have a plaque on
a monument to Confederate soldiers that doesn’t mention what

Photos by: Ariel Cobbert and Marlee Crawford

Donald Cole

Tysianna Marino

Chris McDaniel
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Submissions to context
committee

University of Mississippi Police officers fold the Mississippi ﬂag after removing it from the ﬂagpole in the Circle last fall.
keeping the peace that they forget
to consider how damaging it is for
a significant portion of their population.”
This dichotomy of opinion
between conservationists and
change-agents has created something Cole said is troubling.
“It has shaped itself as an ‘usversus-them,’” Cole said. “Whenever that happens, the end result
means that somebody has to lose.
It has to be shaped as a win-win.
Sons and daughters
The Confederate Memorial and
its contextual plaque, the final
version of which was placed in October, again drew attention when
the Mississippi Sons of Confederate Veterans revived its lawsuit
against the university.
The suit, first filed in 2014, was
revised over the summer to ask
the courts to “Grant an injunction
against the University of Mississippi, enjoining and preventing
the University of Mississippi from
disturbing or otherwise altering,
desecrating, attacking, removing
or placing any kind (of) plaque
or placard which may in any way
change, alter or disturb the significance and meaning of the Confederate Monument.”
The Our State Flag Foundation,
created in 2015 after the state ﬂag
was taken down from the Circle,
invited State Sen. Chris McDaniel
to speak at its last meeting of the
fall.
McDaniel spoke passionately to

“

“Our state is being controlled
by political correctness,” McDaniel said in an interview after the
meeting. “It is so consumed with
coddling a handful of students
that they ignore the greater context of what the symbols have
meant, what they presently mean
and what they might mean in the
future. A college campus is a place
where people should be confronted with varying viewpoints. They
should be taken outside of their
comfort zone from time to time.
They should be faced with challenging opinions. It just strikes
me as strange that we would try
to insulate adults from something
that could be conceivably hurtful
or harmful.”
Though the conversation with
the ﬂaggers and foundation members began with the state ﬂag, it
quickly became a discussion of
other symbols on campus too.
Some in the crowd asked about
the plaque on the Confederate
Memorial or the contextualization
of buildings with complex histories.
On this topic, McDaniel had
much to say.
“Why does it have to be contextualized? I think both sides make
the improper assumption here
that that symbol or that monument can only mean one thing,”
McDaniel said. “I hope that I’m
not judged 100 years from now
with those types of exacting staples. I hope that people under-

COURTESY: ROBERT JORDAN UM COMMUNICATIONS

it’s a disservice to a person’s intellect.”
McDaniel said if one site must
be contextualized, so too must
many others. McDaniel said the
money it takes to contextualize
history could be better spent on
the present.
Ultimately, however, McDaniel
said it’s just an “impractical position to take and logistically almost
impossible.”
Plaques and platitudes
For Vitter, the disassociation of
the university from Confederate
symbols is largely a move to protect the Ole Miss brand.
“In order to use those terms–
‘Rebels’ and ‘Ole Miss,’ they’re
terms that we control; they’re our
terms– we can’t use symbols that
hearken back to the Confederacy
and have negative terminology,”
Vitter said. “We always want Ole
Miss to be a positive brand. So, we
have to be careful not to associate
with anything negative whatsoever, and by so doing, we truly do
own the brand Ole Miss.”
This has also been a learning
time for the chancellor, who grew
up in New Orleans.
“We value inclusion and being
a welcoming environment. My
growing up, in which the Confederate ﬂag was a symbol of Southern pride, is unfortunately not the
sole view today. We realize now
that it’s a source of insult and it’s
very hurtful to a large number of
people,” Vitter said. “It has been

I think both sides make the improper assumption
here that that symbol or that monument can only
mean one thing.”

the 70 or so attendees in the old
chemistry building. Some clapped
and nodded their heads as he told
them universities – such as Ole
Miss– are kowtowing to political
correctness and agenda-laden officials.

– Chris McDaniel

stand this is complex, that people
are complex. We make mistakes.
We do great things; we do bad
things. It really does a disservice
to students to sum up a person’s
life in a single sentence. It’s not
just a disservice to the individual;

usurped and is clearly harmful to
a lot of people because there are
hate groups that identify with the
ﬂag.”
Jennifer Stollman, academic
director at the William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation,

said she does not believe the
university will always have
ties to symbols.
“Symbols only retain
meaning as long as people
understand that they have
meaning,” Stollman said.
“As we move toward a more
informed campus population, one in which people
understand implicit bias …
I think the symbols will lose
their meaning.”
Stollman said civil rights
and equity movements
come in cycles, and that the
university is currently in a
movement toward equity.
“That being said, we have
lots of movements to go.
We have lots of things to
do,” Stollman said. “To argue that change hasn’t happened is to in some ways
reveal our knowledge gap
about the hard work that’s
being done today and has
been done for decades. It
also disrespects the activists that continue to make
change.”
For Vitter, any new
changes will come from the
recommendations of the
history and context committee, which will recommend
sites for contextualization.
“I don’t know how many
that is, exactly,” Vitter said.
“There may be a site that it’s
actually recommended to
change the name because
that case in particular is
rather extreme.”
These symbols – and the
adherence so many people
have to them– make it hard
for the university to evolve,
Donald Cole said.
“Years ago, we institutionally dug ourselves into a hole
that it’s going to be hard to
climb out of,” Cole said.
“We’re not going to stay in
that hole; we are going to do
our climbing out of it.”

“In this country there used to be a thing
called reporting. It was about reporting
events without adding a political spin. Sadly this no longer exist and is instead been
taken over by “journalist”. Journalist are no
longer concerned by facts but agendas.”
Submitted April 5
“I have read your history department’s
scandalous betrayal of our own alumni
– Are you aware that you’re slandering
the sacriﬁce of your own graduates who
named their troop after you school? Are
you aware you’re spitting on the honor
they gave you in those long-ago times?
What on earth is wrong with you? ….
Shame on you,”
Submitted April 4
“Ole Miss was built by Mississippians FOR
Mississippians. I feel that this has been
overlooked lately with all the catering and
cow towing (sic) done to appease out of
state students.”
Submitted April 3
“I implore you not to let the NAACP have
any input in your ﬁne University, those kids
are there to learn those people from the
NAACP are there to pass false narratives to
anyone who wants to listen to them.”
Submitted April 2
“I take a tremendous amount of pride in
this State and my lineage. I am very tired
on the incessant attack of history of The
South. Do you honestly think you will ever
be able to appease the politically correct
crowd? … For over thirty years now, the
University has been saying “Please don’t
talk about us anymore,” “We are changing” and countless other concessions to
the politically correct without ever being
told thank you.”
Submitted April 1
“This black privilege and political correctness has got to end. It is no more worthy
than white privilege they complain about.
… You haters just stop it.”
Submitted April 8
“I would urge the Administration to value
the University for what it is: a distinct culture with a bright future. Try as it may, Ole
Miss can never be all things to all people.”
Submitted April 8
“At some point, someone has to say ‘We
have so many more problems than a
plaque on a statue. Instead of protesting
some inanimate object, could we work
toward educating our students to be
well-read, thoughtful, intelligent, moral,
tolerant, and responsible members of our
community.”
Submitted April 5
“Since its installation during my time in Oxford, I have loved the fact that the Lyceum
has a Confederate statue on one side, and
the James Meredith marker on the other.
It poignantly and beautifully tells our story
and our progression, and shows how far
we’ve come. Our history is incomplete
without either statue. There is incredible
symbolism and an opportunity to educate
with these two statues.”
Submitted April 7
“It is a patent falsehood to say that these
monuments were put in place solely to
‘honor the Confederate dead’ as their
numbers began to dwindle; the reality is
that these markers for blacks and whites
alike to signify who was now in charge,
that Ole Massa was still Ole Massa and the
South would not only rise again, but had
risen and would stay risen ad inﬁnitum.”
Submitted April 5
“I am greatly saddened by what the History Dept. wants to put on the plaque. You
know what these liberal, holier-than-thou
thought police don’t realize? The ‘evil’
Confederate soldiers were oftentimes
just kids going off to war…. Just put up a
simple plaque acknowledging slavery but
not vilifying the soldiers or the people who
honored them. Then stop talking about it.”
Submitted April 5
“What about a plaque that tells brieﬂy the
story of the Greys, and relates that many
Mississippians today still honor their memory, but continues to say that many others
view this monument as an expression of
support for the odious institution of slavery; that our beloved University is a place
where differing views and opinions can
and should be debated and discussed.”
Submitted April 4
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University hosts talk on post-election bias and racism
BRIANA FLOREZ

thedmnews@gmail.com

Around 50 members of the Ole
Miss family gathered in Bryant
Hall Wednesday to sit, talk and
process everything that has happened in the nation and on campus in the week following the 2016
Presidential Election.
“Processing and Challenging
Post-Election Bias and Racism”
was a community conversation
hosted by Ole Miss Associated
Student Body, the Center for Inclusion and Cross Cultural Engagement and the William Winter
Institute for Racial Reconciliation
hosted the event.
There have been many emotions following the election across
the country. The goal of the discussion was to address concerns
people have from the results of
the election and issues specific to
this campus.
Winter Institute Academic Director Jennifer Stollman moderated the conversation and split the
audience into small groups to discuss questions. Stollman said it is
important to talk about incidents
that have occurred following the
election.
“We are here to try and process
incidents of violence across our
campus and country,” Stollman
said. “What happens out of this
community conversation is what
we make of it.”
Stollman suggested tips for
good conversation, including being present and welcoming, listening deeply to others, speaking
your truth, respecting the truth of

others and respecting silence.
“The University of Mississippi community rises and falls by
everything we show each other,”
Stollman said.
The first question Stollman
asked the audience to discuss in
small groups was, “Why did this
election especially raise post-election anxieties?”
An audience member spoke up
and said he believes the anxiety
was caused by the unexpected
outcome.
“It was so unexpected with the
polls and everything,” he said. “It
was a big surprise that caused a lot
of anxiety because we were unprepared.”
Stollman steered the conversation toward talking about some
of the bias incidents the country
and the campus have experienced
since the election.
Sophomore Shuterrica White
said as an African-American female, the election of Donald J.
Trump has inspired her even
more.
“I’m still going to do the same
thing. It’s the same day,” White
said. “Actually, with Trump in office, it will make me want to strive
even more being a minority.”
The third question Stollman
opened up for discussion was,
“Which groups are most impacted
and which groups in general are
impacted?”
Members from the audience
said minorities, females, sexual
assault victims, children and even
Trump’s own supporters are the
groups that have been most impacted by this election.

PHOTO BY: SHELICE BENSON

Students fill Bryant 209 for the post-election forum Wednesday evening. Emotions have been tense across campus since last
week’s presidential election.
“I want us to think about all citizens, all community members.
We’re all impacted in a way,”
Stollman said. “Democracy isn’t
something given. It’s something
we buy into every day.”
Stollman asked the audience,
“What are the reasons for why
people resort to incivility or hate
after elections have happened?”
An audience member said a big
issue is not being willing to listen
to others.
“When you refuse to hear the
other side out and shut someone

out, they resort to hatred, fear and
uncivil acts because they’re not
willing to listen.”
Finally, Stollman asked the audience members to discuss how
the events that have occurred preand post-election have impacted
them.
Freshman A’Maya Jones said
her family couldn’t believe she
wanted to go to Ole Miss, knowing
the stereotype it carries.
“When I said I was going to Ole
Miss, I got the craziest looks from
my mother and grandfather,”

Jones said. “If we want to solve
the problem of racism, go to the
most racist deep place and be the
change. Be the difference.”
The community-based conversation allowed the Ole Miss family to share its thoughts, opinions,
hopes and fears to work together
and come up with solutions.
“We want to interrogate and
understand, because that’s how
we can understand these behaviors,” Stollman said.

32728
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OVERCOMING

continued from page 1
Through these conversations, Smith said the community of survivors continues
the dialogue that is going to
lessen the negative stigma
surrounding sexual assault
and rape.
“It helps people realize that
this is a really big issue, and
also, a lot of people, when it
first happened to me, were
really awkward, didn’t like
talking about it or didn’t know
how to respond,” she said.
“Sort of just personalizing it
and saying, this is a really important piece of me, and it’s
probably the biggest part of
my story, but it doesn’t define
me, and it happened to me,
but I’m still so Alexis, and I’m
still so me.”
Smith said at first she didn’t
realize what had happened to
her was sexual assault, which
is actually common among
survivors. She called a friend
who helped talk her through
it; when they realized what
happened, they went to the
hospital.
She said because she’s involved on campus and really
plugged in, she knew about
other resources that were
available to her through the
university as a sexual assault
survivor.
Resources the university
offers include the UMSAFE
website, the Counseling Center, Title IX and more.

One of the resources
Smith utilized was Lindsey Bartlett Mosvick at
the Violence Prevention
Office.
Mosvick does not
function as a counselor
but rather helps students
get the resources or accommodations available
to them and can guide
them through the Student Conduct Process.
Mosvick said journaling, like Smith does, is
a recommended tool for
survivors.
“During sexual assault,
trauma can impact a
person’s memory of the
event, and journaling
can help bring that story
back together,” Mosvick said. “Additionally,
journaling is a way to
process feelings and
emotions privately, and
the release can make a
difference.”
As far as survivors
reaching out to social
media to share their
stories, Mosvick said
she doesn’t know if that
is common, but some
survivors do it with the
hopes of letting others
know they are not alone.
“It’s a very isolating experience,” Smith said. “I still
feel isolated sometimes, and I
didn’t want anyone to feel as
isolated as I did. I think sharing (the Facebook post) was
a way to forge a community
for myself and also let other

people know, ‘Hey, you know
me, and this happened to me
too.’”
Both Smith and Mosvick
agree the conversation of
sexual assault has changed on
campus in recent years.
“I think our campus is
definitely more aware of this
issue and more aware that it’s

happening on campus,” Smith
said. “I think it has come
from (Rebels Against Sexual Assault); it’s come from
administration; it’s come from
student media.”
Alexis Smith said she does
not want to be a poster child
for sexual assault or work
in any advocacy group later

in life. She has faced
PTSD, flashbacks and
anxiety, and she shares
her story mainly to let
others know they are
not alone.
Smith said she would
sit in her classes, look
around at her peers and
think about the statistic
that one in four women
will be sexually assaulted during her four
years on campus.
“I guess that was my
drive to start writing
about it and sharing
about it, because I
had never really seen
anything on our college
campus of girls being
very open about their
experiences and what
had happened to them,
because different people choose to respond
differently,” Smith said.
Smith said a lot of
work has been done
on campus to educate
the community about
sexual assault and lessen the negative stigma
around it, but there is
still more work to be
done.
“I do think it has gotten better, and I do think it is
going to be continued,” Smith
said. “I think, too, more people are just starting to speak
about (sexual assault), saying
this is a problem and sharing
their stories and getting connected.”

LIFESTYLES
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Oxford’s
Muscle
Beach
taking it one tape at a time

W

ZOE MCDONALD

hen local musicians Kieran
Danielson and
Adam Porter
sought to release new albums this summer,
the idea of letting them float
into the abyss of online streaming entities seemed counterintuitive.
So with the help of New Orleans native and local musician
Graham Hamaker, an idea was
born: release the albums under a
new record label, one that could
also help bolster music like
theirs and music they like.
“The music that we wanted to
put out — mostly just Adam and
I’s music— it kind of fit under
the same umbrella. And we noticed other bands in Oxford kind
of in that mold, and not even in
Oxford, but just music that we
like from friends in other places,
and we wanted to represent that
as a united thing,” Danielson
said, sitting with his co-founders

on Hamaker’s porch in Oxford
during a recent interview.
On June 10, Danielson’s act,
Bonus, released “II” on their
new record label called Muscle
Beach, officially bringing the
project into existence. Porter’s
Starman Jr. released “Noodles”
later that month, and since, the
trio has released three more
albums digitally and on cassette
tape. Rather than releasing all
its work on vinyl or CD, Muscle
Beach gravitates toward tapes as
a concrete way of sharing music.
And while they all agree tapes
aren’t making a comeback, they
are collectable, portable and
cheap.
Before creating the label, Hamaker knew Mussel Beach as an
island in the middle of Louisiana’s Caney Lake, nicknamed
by his family in reference to the
clam-like creatures that live in
its sands. After a few months’
struggle of finding proper name
for the venture, Muscle Beach
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stuck. Hamaker’s childhood friend, Delia Perez,
penned a clever logo depicting a mussel with human arm muscles, and more than ever before, the
boys felt empowered to take on their little pocket
of the music industry.
What might be Muscle Beach’s defining quality
is a promise not to take itself too seriously. In fact,
that quality at first had Danielson slightly confused
about his place at the label.
“For a second, I didn’t really know if I was in or
a part of Muscle Beach,” Danielson admitted to his
fellow founders. “I just knew we were going to put
Bonus out, and that was it. Graham
and Adam came up to me and said,
‘Can you hold this, like, sledgehammer or something? We’re making a
little commercial for Muscle Beach,’
and I was like, ‘Yeah.’ And then after
that I was like, ‘Huh, I think I’m with
them.’”
“It was kind of natural,” Porter
said. “It’s something Graham wanted
to do for a while, and then I kind of
latched onto it, and then Kieran. It
was just kind of natural. It worked
out that way.”
For the three, the label is a labor
for the music they love while they
build a solid base of releases.
“It’s definitely not about the money right now,” Danielson said. “And
if it were about the money, that’d be awkward.”
They all hold a stake in Muscle Beach. For the
artists they’ve signed, agreeing to release an album
with them is an entrance into a mutual relationship. An artist who might have normally released
his music himself could, through Muscle Beach,
have his music released through the label both
digitally and in a concrete format.
By the beginning of next year, Muscle Beach will
have made at least eight releases. Until now, Danielson, Porter and Hamaker have honed in on what
they know best: young creators and bedroom pop
makers who aren’t on the radar for larger labels.
Muscle Beach focuses on qualities like originality and simply the ability to catch and keep each
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founder’s attention. The first handful of releases were from artists that exist in a network with
Danielson, Porter or Hamaker, both in and out of
Oxford.
The label’s first international artist, Harry Permezel of Melbourne, Australia, was a gem buried in
a haystack of Bandcamp pages that Porter happened to be poring over.
“He put up the album, like, two weeks before I
found it, and I wanted to listen to it,” Porter said.
“So I reached out to him … It was pretty far in
[Bandcamp]. I think he was just excited for some-

one to be excited about his music.”
Early next year, Muscle Beach will make its first
vinyl release for atmospheric folk artist Casey
Golden of Tucson, Arizona. While most of what
they’ve been putting out, aesthetically, calls for
tapes (as does their budget), this particular artist
presented a golden opportunity to delve into the
time-consuming and expensive act of pressing
vinyls.
“With Casey Golden, with that kind of genre, I
think it’s good that we pressed it on vinyl because
it’s kind of more...” Danielson started.
“Gourmet,” Hamaker finished. “It’s a studio album, and a lot of the stuff we put on tape is kind of
bedroom-pop stuff.”

However, that’s not to say making tapes isn’t just
a little bit rewarding for the trio, even if the music
medium is hardly lucrative.
Nationwide Audio Company is the go-to cassette
tape maker for just about every label in the United States, according to Porter. Send in an MP3
file, customize the color, send in a design and any
graphics, and they’ll do the rest. Muscle Beach’s
collection of tapes spans colors and design, but
the satisfaction of getting material reminders of
their work and the work of up-and-coming artists
remains with each shipment.
“The last tape we did was for Jeff
Lownsbury,” Danielson said. “He let
us do whatever we wanted … So Adam
and I got to design it. We added a
bunch of random stuff, like little bubbles, little worms. It looks like a little
kid’s tape.”
Muscle Beach will release Lownsbury’s album on Thanksgiving Day.
By next spring, Muscle Beach
will have four more works released.
Bonus, Danielson said, has a third
album in the works. Porter also quietly announced that Starman Jr. is
set to release an album December of
this year, something they’ve all been
closed-mouthed about until now. Although Porter denied going into any
more details, Hamaker said it’s going
to be an epic.
For Porter, Hamaker and Danielson, Muscle
Beach is a hobby, one that might one day grow into
something bigger. For Muscle Beach artists, it’s an
important first step in getting music to listeners.
Muscle Beach, for Oxford, is another source for
music one might never find on his or her own time.
Nonetheless, the room for growth is endless, but
they’ll take it as it comes.
“I think we’re just planting little seeds,” Hamaker
said. “We never want it to be something that we got
tired of or we took too seriously. I think it’s something we’re going to build over time and kind of
develop and see where it goes.”

PHOTOS BY: ARIEL COBBERT
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Brotherhood, ball games and the Battle for the Golden Egg
MCKENNA WIERMAN

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

WHAT CAME FIRST, THE FOOTBALL
OR THE EGG?

In Mississippi, if someone tells
you to “Go to hell!” it’s time for a
ball game. And not just any old ball
game, either; it’s time for the most
fierce and infamous match up in the
state. It’s time for an Egg Bowl.
Next Saturday, the Rebels and the
Bulldogs will face off in the state’s
favorite and most heated rivalry.
Ole Miss will be defending its twoyear winning streak and leads the
series 63-43-6. It will be the teams’
113th meeting, their 89th Egg Bowl
and the topic of Thanksgiving din-

didn’t stir up too much in Mississippi. But by the time the Red and Blue
and the Aggies parted ways that
evening, a rivalry was born.
Year after year, tradition-loving
Mississippi fed and watered a football rivalry that would eventually
become what it is today; the 10th
longest uninterrupted series in the
United States. But it wouldn’t be
the Egg Bowl just yet: there was still
some growing to do.

A SHORT AND BITTER BREAK

From 1912 to 1914, no one went to
hell in Mississippi. A three-year hiatus, caused by what roughly boiled
down to either team being dissatisfied with the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association for
one reason or another.
The armistice disheartened nearly the entire state
of Mississippi; the big game
generated income for the
state, and its cancellation
meant loss.
But tensions eventually
cooled, and before too long,
it was time to get back to
football.

13 CONSECUTIVE WINS, 1
KICK AND AN EGG

ner conversations, maybe even arguments, for SEC fans across the
nation.
The University of Mississippi and
Mississippi State University have a
complicated history. They are undeniably brothers, both born, raised
and fed with Mississippi pride
and Southern spirit. Their football
teams even played their first games
against the same opponent. They
share a bond that crystallizes every year around Thanksgiving and
awakens the state’s spiritual connection to its unspoken religion:
football.
The first time either team “went
to Hell” was Oct. 28, 1901, in
Starkville. Back then, the Ole Miss
team was nicknamed “the Red and
Blue,” and Mississippi State, then
the Mississippi State Agricultural
and Mechanical College, or A&M,
was the Aggies. The 3:30 p.m. game
was famously delayed by a dispute
for about 40 minutes while the
teams quarreled over A&M’s lineup. Eventually, things settled down,
and history got rolling.
“There was no big build up to
that first game,” Langston Rogers,
special assistant to the athletics director at Ole Miss, said. “It was like
‘We’re in the same neighborhood’
kind of thing. Ole Miss had played
at Alabama and then two days later,
heading back to Oxford, stopped off
in Starkville to play.”
It only took the Aggies two minutes to score a touchdown. A&M
went on to win 17-0; the game was
called early because it got too dark
to play in the second half. Football
was still a young sport, so the match

In 1915, Ole Miss opened
its own field, what is now
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium at Hollingsworth Field,
and A&M had what is now
Davis-Wade Stadium at
Scott Field. Their football
programs were ﬂeshing
out. It would be a few years
before either team played each other at home, but after a three-year
ceasefire, the Ole Miss-State rivalry
resumed.
Mississippi was thrilled to get
the biggest game of the year back.
But as W.G. Barner said in his
1982 book, “Mississippi Mayhem,” “[Resumption] of
play that fall caused a
bang almost as big as
the bombshell which
suspended relations
three years before.”
(62)
They met in Tupelo, and A&M annihilated Ole Miss 65-0. Not
only does it still stand as the
largest victory in series history,
but it was the beginning of the longest winning streak in the series to
date. A&M’s shut down kicked off
a 12-game winning streak, which if
you included the Bulldog win before the three-year break from 1912
to 1914, totaled 13 consecutive wins
against Ole Miss.
Things were looking glum from
a UM perspective, and year after
year of A&M victory left fans feeling a little more angry than anxious whenever the “big game”
would roll around. If there was
a question of rivalry before (and
there never, ever was), now the
football games between Mississippi State and Ole Miss had
become somewhat of an annual
war.
But then came the
game that would father the Golden Egg
trophy. On Nov. 25,

1926, Ole Miss football history was
forged at a game known as “The
Battle of Starkville.”
It was the Thanksgiving afternoon, and the Red and Blue had a
bone to pick. Thirteen games was
too much winning; it was time for
an Ole Miss upset.
The field was muddy, the crowd
was the largest to ever see a sporting event in the state and tensions
were high. UM was leading 7-6 at
half-time, thanks to a kick from “A
veteran center who had never before even tried an extra point kick.”
(Barner, 120)
Ole Miss held the lead, and by
the end of the game, it won the day.
The dynasty of A&M was over. Fans
from both sides stormed the field.
Fights broke out, some from Ole
Miss reportedly tried to tear down
the goal posts. From all the chaos,
yet another tradition was born.
“Ole Miss had won only five
times in the previous 23 meetings,
and our fans rushed the field, which
was not well received by the home
team, and some fights broke out,”
Rogers said. “The result was the
Golden Egg trophy that was approved by both student bodies and
then presented to the winning team
each year.”
Eighty-eight games later, the
Golden Egg has become the most
coveted relic in the rivalry between
Mississippi brothers, the Bulldogs
and the Rebs.

A GOOD EGG OR A BAD EGG?

The tables turned. What followed
“The Battle of Starkville” was a 10game undefeated streak for Ole
Miss that lasted until 1935.
Since then, there have been
winning streaks from both sides,
though none have lasted longer

PHOTO BY: CAMERON BROOKS

Quarterback Chad Kelly holds up trophy after a well deserved win. Rebels defeated
the Bulldogs 38-27, Nov. 28, 2015.
than six consecutive games. The the series has played a major role in
Battle for the Golden Egg practical- state history.
ly became the statewide Thanks“Sports in general play a signifigiving plans for Mississippi, but in cant role in Mississippi history, and
the late ’70s, it became the game we that includes the Egg Bowl,” Rogers
know it as today.
said. “When it comes to sports, it’s
According to Rogers, the Ole something we do well in this state,
Miss-Mississippi State series took beginning on a serious note in the
on a new twist in 1978.
high schools and extending for
“With both teams out of the bowl many of those athletes into the colpicture, Clarion-Ledger Executive lege and professional ranks. Halls of
Sports Editor Tom Patterson de- Fame in most every sport are filled
cided to do something extra to with proud Mississippians.”
spice up coverage of the game,
For some, however, the Egg Bowl
in- structing his staff to fol- rivalry is ugly. In July, Hugh Kellenlow the “Egg Bowl” berger of the Clarion-Ledger called
theme throughout the Ole Miss-State rivalry “toxic,”
the week,” he said. “mean spirited” and “a detriment to
“State was a heavy the state.” While it’s no secret that
favorite, but Ole Bulldog and Rebel fans tend to butt
Miss stunned the heads every now and again, neither
Bulldogs 27-7. It’s the Ole Miss nor State athletic debeen ‘Egg Bowl’ in partments feel the series is anything
the minds of the me- but sportsmanly and celebratory
dia and the fans of both of one of Mississippi’s favorite passchools ever since that gam
times.
It’s obvious these days that
“The rivalry has always been imthe Egg Bowl matters to fans. portant to both schools and to the
Senior journalism major Tyler fans,” Rogers said. “Many of the
Bullard said watching the 2003 Mississippi athletes either played
Egg Bowl on TV at age 9 was on the same high school team or
what led him to become an played against each other. I’ve
Ole Miss fan.
always felt there is great respect
“I’ve been to the last five Egg among the players. As for the fans,
Bowls, and I will be attending this some years may be a little more inyear’s,” he said. “I believe it is the tense than others.”
biggest day of the year in the
Kyle Campbell, associate athletics
state of Mississippi, and the director for Ole Miss, said the Battle
Egg Bowl trophy is the most for the Golden Egg is simply a reimportant peace item in this ﬂection Mississippian passion.
state.”
“From every corner of the state,
The Golden Egg incarnates emotions always run high surMississippi football. Games rounding the football game and
have been played in Starkville, fuels the rivalry across all sports
Oxford, Jackson, Columbus, and between all fans, all year long,”
Tupelo, Clarksdale and Green- Campbell said. “Like other in-state
wood. There have been college rivalries, it determines braglegendary shutdowns, ging rights between co-workers,
close calls, ties and neighbors, friends and family. It is
forfeits. Undeniably,

SEE GOLDEN EGG PAGE 13
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Rebels look ahead to Vanderbilt

GOLDEN EGG

continued from page 12

THE 113TH BATTLE FOR THE
GOLDEN EGG
MACK GORDON

our hope that it is a healthy rivalry,
and we encourage fans from both
sides to be respectful of the other.”
Mike Nemeth, senior associate athletic director for administration at Mississippi State, also
said that while the rivalry can get
intense, it’s simply a reﬂection of
how important the Egg Bowl is to
fans.
Nemeth said he believes tensions between fans can sometimes
appear tense but are really no
more than neighborly banter.
“Just as many friends, neighbors and relatives may end up on
opposite sides in this rivalry, so
too do the student-athletes. They
know each other,” Nemeth said.
“They either played with or against
a lot of their rivals. I think each
side ‘feels’ the rivalry a little more
because of its in-state nature, but I
also think each side has respect for
the players on the opposite sideline. I think that has led to good
sportsmanship on both sides. I
believe the recent success by each
school’s football program is a
credit to the coaches, student-athletes and fans, but has little impact
on the rivalry itself. It would be a
spirited rivalry no matter the overall success by each school’s team.”

It’s been 115 years since Ole Miss
and the MSU faced off for the first
time. They met in Starkville at the
Fairgrounds casually one afternoon
because both teams just happened
to be in the neighborhood. The boys
couldn’t even get started without
picking a fight about something, but
just like brothers do, they brushed
it off and got on with their football
playing.
The rivalry between the University of Mississippi and Mississippi
State boils down to good ole-fashioned family feuding. While we may
have migrated from fairgrounds
fields to fortresses of LED lights,
concrete and steel, traded in cotton uniforms for several pounds of
protective padding and introduced
a trophy just to solidify yearly bragging rights, one can’t deny the relationship football has built between
the two schools and within Mississippi. The Ole Miss-State rivalry has
raised both schools from childhood,
nursing them with pig-skin, sweat
and golden eggs.
As the Rebels and Bulldogs prepare to battle again for the 113th
time at the 89th Egg Bowl, one must
remember the tradition binding
them together, and the sport that
unites Mississippi.
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Quarterback Shea Patterson and
the Ole Miss offense will look to
build off a great week of practice as
they travel to Nashville, Tennessee,
this weekend to take on linebacker
Zach Cunningham and the tough
Vanderbilt defense.
“We’re playing a team that gives
people problems. They stay in every
game,” Head Coach Hugh Freeze
said of the Commodores.
Coming off an impressive performance against Texas A&M at Kyle
Field in his first college start, Patterson will have perhaps an even bigger test this weekend as he faces off
against Cunningham and the stingy
Vanderbilt defense. Cunningham
has 113 total tackles through the
first 10 games of the season, and for
all of Vanderbilt’s ﬂaws, its defense
has kept them in ball games this
year.
“Defensively, they’re very good,”
Freeze said of Vanderbilt’s defense.
“They have a good scheme, so it’s
going to be a good challenge, but I
like the way we’ve prepared.”
Freeze noted on Monday that
Head Coach Derek Mason is one
of the brightest defensive minds in
college football and his defense has
always given the Rebels issues.
“He’s a different guy, he believes
that he can get the job done, so I
don’t notice a lot of difference in

APARTMENT FOR RENT
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
year lease. Quiet atmosphere. Deposit
required. Call (662)234-0000

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Event weekends
or any time. Locally owned and operated, BBB accredited (662)801-6692
www.oxfordtownhouse.com

FULL-TIME
Chaney’s Pharmacy is now hiring parttime and full-time employees. Must be
energetic and attentive to customers.
Seeking candidates that are detailoriented, can manage time effectively,
and organized. Please drop off resumes
to Chaney’s Pharmacy at 501 Bramlett,
Oxford, MS 38655

The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

EMPLOYMENT

201 BISHOP HALL • 662.915.5503

SECRETARY NEEDED Looking for part
time secretary for local rental ofﬁce. 2
positions available. Please mail resume
to: P. O. BOX 924, Oxford MS, 38655
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-- Steven Wright
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his demeanor, I mean obviously,
another week of studying teams
and seeing what he did wrong last
week to improve on,” Freeze said
of Patterson’s change from week
one to week two in the starting
role. “We’ve also got to give him
to time to grow up, he’s only going
into game two in the Southeastern
Conference.”
“Zach Cunningham is pretty
special, they’re defensive line is
good too, but they’re linebackers
are really talented,” Freeze said on
Vandy’s strength of their defense.
Freeze also agreed that Cunningham is one of the most improved
players from year one to year three
in the Southeastern Conference
that he’s seen.
Chad Kelly underwent surgery
on Monday in Pensacola, Florida,
FILE PHOTO
Coach Hugh Freeze paces during a practice
according to Freeze.
“He’s starting rehab now with earlier this year.
Doctor Andrews and his crew, I
think he plans on staying down high school and junior college relathere for 10 days to get the rehab tions, had been placed on administrative leave according to multiple
started right,” Freeze said.
It was reported early Wednesday reports. Freeze said he can’t discuss
afternoon that Barney Farrar, Ole any personnel right now, but added
Miss’ assistant athletic director for that he still “absolutely” has confidence in the way the program is run.
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Armintie Price:

A journey through the game

KAJAH KENNEDY

thedmsports@gmail.com

Armintie Price Herrington is
one of the most decorated basketball players in Ole Miss history.
She broke school records and was
named SEC Defensive Player of
the Year in 2007. In 2014, she was
inducted into the M-Club Hall of
Fame and still ranks No. 3 all-time
at Ole Miss with 2,165 points.
But before she was Armintie
Price Herrington the basketball
player, she was Armintie Price, a
little girl from Milwaukee who did
not know much about the game at
all.
It wasn’t until she was in eighth
grade when a basketball was put
into her hands.
“One of my friends, her name
was Megan, said, ‘Let’s start playing basketball. I’ll be 23, and you’ll
be 24,’” Herrington said. “She even
picked my number out for me.”
The number stuck, and Herrington sported the #24 jersey
during her time on the court at Ole
Miss.
Herrington was hooked. She
loved the game. She was good at it.
But there was one issue, and oddly
enough it was the dress attire.
“I come from a religious family, a
Christian background, so we didn’t
wear shorts. We just wore skirts. So
now I’m trying to think ‘How am I
going get my mom to let me play
basketball?’” Herrington said. “So
I get home and ask my mom and
she said no, simple as that, and I’m
like ‘Mom, I think I really want to
do this, and she said ‘The only way
you can play is if you wear a skirt.’
I said ‘Momma, what about when
I fall and they see my undergarments?’ She’s like ‘Well you’re going to have to think of something.’”
Herrington needed to improvise
and her home economics teacher
was the one with the solution. The
teacher custom made Herrington
a skort to wear in place of the
team’s uniform shorts.
Herrington’s mother approved
and so it began: Herrington’s
high school sports career was
underway. She became a standout
athlete on both the
basketball court
and running
track, gaining
her attention from an
assortment
of colleges
includ-

PHOTO BY: ARIEL COBBERT

Armintie Price broke school records, was named SEC Player of the Year during her career at Ole Miss. Price is one of the most
decorated players in school history.
ing track offers from Duke and
Mississippi State.
“The sun really messed me up,
so I choose basketball over track,
but I do love track,” Herrington
laughed. “When I look back over it
now, I kind of wish I would have at
least done long jump.”
She had just as many offers to
play basketball, but Ole Miss was
the school that had a little bit of everything she was looking for.
“Thankfully Ole Miss was only
30 minutes away from my hometown, and staying close to my mom
was very important to me because
she was sick, so I was glad I stayed
close to home,” she said.
It didn’t take a long time for Herrington to commit.
“Ole Miss was the only place I
visited, and it was crazy because
I didn’t know anything about the
Mississippi State rivalry nor did I
know anything about the SEC or
the WNBA,” Herrington said. “I
didn’t know anything mostly because at my home we didn’t have
cable.”
Herrington remembers Oprah
being the main show her mother
watched. Sometimes Herrington
and her brother would get to
watch Wheel of Fortune and maybe a football game. Most of their
time was spent outside playing,
though.
“It just had to be the Lord with
me choosing Ole Miss because it’s
one of the greatest schools in the
SEC, it’s close to home and the environment here is just something
that I’ll never forget, and I’m
just grateful that I chose Ole
Miss,” Herrington said.

Herrington said she never really
thought she would get to go to
college, but a scholarship from Ole
Miss is what made that possible.
“Yes, my mom was very big on
education, but at that time, I was
the first out of my family to even
COURTESY: ASSOCIATED PRESS

go to college, so it was a great
blessing,” Herrington said. “I just
wanted to make my family proud.”
That she did, and almost immediately.
Herrington averaged just below
15 points per game her freshman
year. That number moved to 16
the next year, then 17 her junior
season. She was building a reputation as one of the best players in the
SEC, not only on the offensive end
but defensively as well, averaging
three steals per game. These three
years were all building up to a big
senior year.
Then tragedy struck, halting everything in its tracks.
Herrington’s mother was diagnosed with ovarian cancer and given only 15 days to live. Herrington’s
world was turned upside down.
“It was hard,” Herrington said.
“She is the woman that I got my
strength from and beliefs and inﬂuenced my relationship with
Christ. Finding out that she had
ovarian cancer and it was too late
and she didn’t want to do any chemo because she didn’t want to lose
her hair. But she basically said let
the Lord’s will be done, and at that
moment I knew that I couldn’t
hold on any longer.”
Beatrice Christine Price died a
few weeks after.
Herrington was in pain, but
she wasn’t alone. She said going
into her senior year, just after her
mother’s death, her teammates
and coaches uplifted her.
“That season I dedicated to my
mom, not for wins or losses, but
just making sure I did the right
thing and that I upheld that standards that I was raised by because
I knew it meant more to her than
anything,” she said.
Herrington said her mom probably only went to two or three of
her games, but she was her #1 fan
because she was who first allowed
her to play.
That season was the best one yet
for Herrington, averaging 19 points
per game. She led the Rebels to the
Elite Eight, making school history.
The following year, a few days
after her birthday, Herrington was
drafted into the WNBA by the Chicago Sky as the third overall pick.
She was the first player in Ole Miss
history to be drafted in the first
round.

After three and a half seasons,
Herrington was traded to the Atlanta Dream where she would play
what she says was one of her greatest seasons.
After Atlanta, she joined the Los
Angeles Sparks and was reunited
with her college coach, Carol Ross,
who was an assistant coach for the
Sparks at the time.
She remembers the experience
of being a Mississippi girl on Rodeo Drive.
“It was a great experience, and
for my family to come and be able
to see it was all I truly wanted,”
Herrington said.
Herrington’s final stop in the
WNBA was at the nation’s capitol.
She signed to play with the fairly
new Washington Mystics in 2015.
“Out of my nine seasons, I have
no regrets,” Herrington said. “I am
grateful that basketball was able
to take me across the world and
across the country. It’s something
I’ll never forget to tell my kids, but
I’m also not anxious to get back out
of retirement. I think I’ve served
my time.”
Her basketball career took her
across the nation and worldwide to
countries like Russia, Israel, Spain
and Turkey.
Herrington has found her way
back in Oxford and Ole Miss, serving as an assistant coach for the
women’s basketball under Matt
Insell. Insell re-hired Herrington
after she coached from 2009-12
under Renee Ladner.
“I love the atmosphere and everyone here and couldn’t think
of a better situation,” Herrington
said. “I am grateful for the chance
to come back. I want the best for
this team and hope that they are
great and go beyond where I went.
I want them to make it to the final
four.”
Herrington said she is here to
stay at Ole Miss for as long as she
can benefit the basketball program.
“I don’t know what God has in
store for me, but I am open to it
when it comes to my University
of Mississippi,” Herrington said.
“I am always open to helping this
school grow and be successful.”

INTERNATIONAL

continued from page 16
“He’s a legit European 7-footer
that is a block-to-block guy and
gives us a real presence at the rim,”
Kennedy said.
Abernethy has lived in these
players’ countries. He knows their
cultures. He knows what it is like to
be thousands of miles away from
home and in a different world.
“It is really about showing them
that this will be a family atmosphere. We are going to wrap our
arms around them and give them
the support they need,” Abernethy
said. “It’s easy to do that because
I’ve been over there. I know what is
needed to make kids feel comfortable.”
It’s hard to adjust off the court,
too. The players come to America
sometimes needing to set up basic
things such as a cell phone plan or
a bank account.
“It’s easy to get wrapped up in
thinking it’s all about basketball.
Their days are so busy with weights,
with study halls, with tutors and
with practice,” Abernethy said. “It
is important to check with them to
see how they are doing with everything outside of basketball.”
One of the first things the team
does each year is have a family-style
meal at Kennedy’s house.
With four international players
on Ole Miss’ roster, having a guy
like Saiz, who has made the transition himself, understands what it’s
like and has developed into a good
SEC basketball player, doesn’t hurt
either.
“Sebas was the one that opened
the road for all of the other European kids going to Ole Miss. He got to
the big stage. He went to a city that
you wouldn’t think a European kid
would want to go to,” Roucco said.
“They all want to go to big cities. Sebas made it work. He made it happen. And when they play on ESPN
and Todd Abernethy can say we’ve
got three European kids playing,
the next kid is going to want to go
to Ole Miss.”
Basketball is a global game.
There were 113 international players on NBA rosters on opening
night.
“As opposed to like 40 or 50 a
couple of years ago. You’re talking
about doubling or tripling a number, so that shows it is a global
game,” Kennedy said.
Ole Miss has taken notice and
spread its recruiting roots across
the world.
Kennedy says Abernethy is one
of his favorite players he’s ever
coached. Hiring him in 2013 was
obvious. What wasn’t immediately
obvious was how big of an impact
Abernethy’s European connections
would have on his program.
“He came in here and completely owned it and changed this thing
right away,” Kennedy said.
Like Rouco, Abernethy found his
indentation in this program.
“That’s my niche. That’s something I’m very proud of,” Abernethy
said. “I had never thought about it,
but because of the experience I had
over there and as a result the relationships have opened the door to
getting kids. That’s something a
lot of schools want is international
players because they’re good.”
What started with Rouco and a
recession was amplified by Abernethy, and it has changed the complexion of the Ole Miss roster.
“A couple of years ago, we were
full of Mississippians and Memphians,” Kennedy said. “Now we
are full of Polish kids and Latvians,
so it just kind of runs in circles.”
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Ole Miss basketball: A team that spreads across the map
BRIAN SCOTT RIPPEE
thedmsports@gmail.com

Ten years ago, former Ole Miss
Assistant Coach Sergio Rouco sat
in the stands of the 2006 FIBA
Under-16 European Championship in Spain. He watched a
teenage Ricky Rubio, the eventual
fifth overall pick in the 2009 NBA
draft, dominate the competition.
Rouco was the head basketball
coach at Florida International at
the time, scouting for future Panthers to join him in Miami. But he
gazed around and noticed something about his surroundings.
“When Ricky Rubio was a
16-year-old, I went to the European Championships, and I was the
only American coach there,” Rouco said.
While that may raise an eyebrow
now, it wasn’t really anything that
unusual at the time. Most of the
best talent from these FIBA tournaments would later ink lucrative
and long-term contracts with club
teams and become professionals.
That would make them ineligible
to play college basketball in America.
Rouco is a basketball journeyman. He’s coached everywhere
from Venezuela to El Paso, Texas. He has more than 30 years of
coaching experience and is known
as a strong recruiter, particularly
outside the U.S.
In 2009, he was coaching pro
ball in Venezuela when he got a
call from Andy Kennedy. Kennedy
had taken a tip from an old coaching buddy and the current South
Carolina coach, Frank Martin,
who told him about Rouco. Martin had been an assistant under
Rouco in the high school ranks in
Miami during the early ‘90s.
“When AK had an opening, he
called Bob Huggins that knows
me and knows Frank. Frank was
the one that pushed for me to get
a job,” Rouco said.
Kennedy needed someone with
head coaching experience, and
Rouco had that. He also needed
someone who could get talent to
Oxford.
“They told me when they interviewed me that I can get them
from anywhere and that I think
outside the box, so whatever that means,” Rouco
quipped. “One of the

Foreign some basketball players from the present and recent past
things about me is that I’ve gotten
good American players as well as
European. If I can go to a place
and not have to beat out Duke and
SMU and UCLA for a player, that’s
where I am going to go.”
Rouco’s
forward
thinking
sprung into action again. When
a recession hit across the globe
in 2008 and 2009, he noticed a
change in behavior in young players overseas.
“We got hit with the recession.
All those kids that were in Europe
that would stay and make money, they wouldn’t make the same
money they would have made in
years past,” Rouco said. “Because
some of the teams were folding
and some of them would just bag
youth teams.”
European club teams operate
similarly to major league baseball
franchises and their farm systems
in the sense that they have youth
teams. They pay for the kids’ housing and food and bring them up
in the system. If a player is good
enough, the club signs him to a
professional contract before he
can be lured away elsewhere.
“But when the recession hit,
these kids were like ‘Wow. We are
playing in the youth league, and it
is not the same competition. It’s

really not as glamorous. We ride
buses everywhere,’ so I tapped
into that market,” Rouco said.
Rouco’s first big land? Ole Miss
senior forward Sebastian Saiz.
Rouco first spotted him at the age
of 16 and began to build a relationship with him.
“It just so happens that I speak
Spanish. Sebas took a liking to me.
His mom has been phenomenal,”
Rouco, who is Cuban, said. “We hit
it off and when they came on the
visit, AK’s wife, (Ole Miss assistant
coach) Bill (Armstrong’s) wife and
my wife did an unbelievable job of
making his mom feel like we were
going to care about her 6-foot-9
baby.”
Saiz and his mother felt secure
in the small and welcoming community that is Oxford. And when
Saiz moved to the United States to
attend Sunrise Christian Academy
in Wichita, Kansas, it was a slam
dunk. He signed with the Rebels.
Bringing a teenager halfway
across the world to an unfamiliar setting has its challenges. Of
course, there are the societal adjustments a kid must make, but he
must also adjust on the court. One
of the hardest adjustments is the
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speed of the American game.
“The athleticism of the American players really comes into play
early on,” Rouco recalled. “Early
on we were having doubts how
quick he could jump and stay with
the American players.”
One aspect that most European
players are advanced in is their
skill set.
“They’re ahead of the game
when it comes to skill. They know
their game, and their basketball
IQ is probably better than kids
that we have that were born America,” said Ole Miss Assistant Coach
Todd Abernethy, who played at
Ole Miss from 2004-07. Abernethy has spearheaded the international recruiting efforts since
Rouco left for South Florida in
2014.
Why is this the case? To put it
simply, Europe has better coaches
at the youth level.
“Coaches over there are former
professional basketball players,”
Abernethy said. “So imagine at 8
years old being coached by a former pro. That’s a lot different than
what we have here.”
Coaches in Europe have to be
certified, entering a program to
become coaches. While it is a cliché in America to say someone is
a student of the game, that’s quite
literally what coaches are in Europe.
“When I was over there, the
assistants that were coaching me
were always studying. They had a
textbook with them. They had to
be certified. Their goal is to be a
coach, so they had to be certified,”
Abernethy said.
It’s a stark difference to what is
offered in America.
“The kids in America are
coached by AAU guys that don’t
have a degree,” Rouco said. “And
most of them, but not all of them,
are not qualified socially, culturally or basketball to be making
decisions or coaching kids in their
biggest time of year before going to
college.”
Abernethy said he thinks that
the number of games kids play in
AAU ball takes time away from
crafting their skills. He also said
the structure in the AAU game is

lacking.
“If you watch the NBA, and this
is probably very generalized, but
people watch the NBA and assume
it’s all about isolation and it’s street
ball. AAU is that times 100,” Abernethy said. “There is no defense.
There is not a lot of structure, so
a lot of kids come to us with bad
habits and haven’t been properly
coached.”
There is no high school basketball in Europe. Kids enter basketball clubs as early as 8 or 9 years
old and are coached daily by fully
trained professionals. In America,
a history or science teacher may
also assume the role of basketball
coach.
In essence, middle-tier college
programs can get highly skilled
players from overseas without
having to compete with the blue
bloods of the sport.
That’s how Rouco has made a
career.
“It’s been my niche. I am not
hard-headed and stupid enough
to go against the big boys when I
know I’m spinning my wheels,” he
said.
It’s also unexpectedly become
Abernethy’s niche. He played six
years overseas, making relationships that spread across eastern
Europe.
He played in Latvia, which later helped him sign 6-foot-11-inch
freshman forward Karlis Silins.
“You get kids that are under the
radar,” Abernethy said. “Coach
(Kennedy) has said this: if Karlis
went to high school in America,
he’d be a top-100 kid, no doubt,
because of his size, because of his
athleticism, because of his skills
and because of his IQ. So we are
getting kids that are just as good.”
Abernethy played in Poland,
which helped him bring Polish-born Tomasz Gielo from
Liberty University in Virginia to
Ole Miss last year, and that relationship helped him connect with
and sign 7-foot center Dominik
Olejniczak, who had schools like
Arizona, Kansas and California after him when he transferred from
Drake.
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